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Abstrrsct. In this paper the ‘computational power’ of finite Church-Rosscr Thue stjtems that are 
non-monadic is explored. In particular, it is shown that there exists a finite non-monadic Church- 
Rosser Thue system T such that the set of linear sentences that are true under the interpretation 
given by T is undecidable. This contrasts with the situation for finite Church-Roster Thue systems 
that are monadic. In addition, some problems are presented that are decidable for fr;_:.: monadic 
Church-Rosser Thue systems, but that are undecidable in general for finite non-monadic Church- 
Ro. S- 7%:~ systems. Finally, it is shown how degrees of complexity can be encoded in finite 
no* i- ,nonadic Church- Rosser Thus :._, items. 
Introduction 
!blar.y decision problems for finite monadic Church-Rosser Thue systems are 
decidable, e.g., the word problem, the left-divisibility problem, the independent set 
problem for finite sets, and the generalized word problem for regular sets. 
Many of these decidability results can be proved by the technique of ‘linear 
sentences’ established by Book [4]. For a finite alphabet Z he defines a class 
LINSENW of formal expressions that he calls ‘linear sentences over 2’. Each Thue 
system T over C induces an interpretation of the sentences in LINSL.N(~). Hence, 
these sentences can be used to describe certain properties of the Thue congruence 
generated by T. 
The main result of Book [4] says that for each finite monadic Church-Rosser 
Thue system T over z’ there exists an algorithm that on input a linear sentence over 
2‘ correctly answers the question of whether or not this sentence is true under the 
interpretation given by T. Thus, for a finite monadic Church-Rosser Thue system 
every problem that can be described by linear sentences is decidable. The decision 
problems listed above are examples of problems of this kind. 
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It is asked in [4] whether the hypotheses about the Thue system T are necessary 
for the main result to hold. Of course, if T is only assumed to be finite and monadic, 
then its word problem may be undecidable [7, 191, and hence the set of linear 
sentences Ihat are true under the interpretation given by T is non-recursive, since 
the word problem can clearly be expressed by linear sentences. In this paper we 
are concerned with the question of whether the assumption of T being monadic is 
necessary for the main result of Book [4] to hold. Thus, we investigate the situation 
that arises ft,r finite non-monadic Church-Rosser Thue systems, i.e., finite Thue 
systems that are non-monadic, that contain length-reducing rules only, and that are 
confluent 12, 13). 
The restriction that the Thue systems under consideration are only allowed to 
contain length-reducing rules is very severe, since it strictly limits the ‘computational 
power’ of the Thue systems. For example, the word problem for a finite confluent 
Thuc system containing length-reducing rules only is decidable in linear time [2], 
while in general the word problem for a finite noetherian and confluent system [II!] 
can hc of an arbitrary subrecursive degree of complexity [I]. So here we investigate 
tht’ ‘computational power’ of finite confluent Thue systems containing length- 
reducing rules only. 
The proof of the main result of Rook [4] depends on the fact that for a finite 
inonadic Thue system 7’ the set of descendants J;( R) of a regular set R is itself a 
regul;lr se! 161. If in addition T is Church-Rosser, then the set [RI, of words 
congruent to elements of the regular set R is deterministic contest-free 161. It is 
know thitt this List result does not hold for finite Church-Rosser Thue systems 
t hiit ;irt’ non-monadic [ 5, 18 1. Howcvcr, we need information about sets of the form 
J-ii K). tihert’ 7 _ is a finite Church-Rosser Thue system that is non-monadic, and 
K i3 2 rqular set. 
I-or this w restate it construction of 6’Dtinlaing [201 islhich starting from a 
Gnglr-tape Turing machine accepting a bet I, c 2’* gives a finite non-monadic 
(‘hurch-Xosser Thue system 7‘ o\ver some Aphabet I‘ 2 L L.I {S, Y,,, cf) and ;I regular 
hct K c /“’ such that 
In Section 2, the characterization of recursively enumerable sets given by 
6’Dtinlaing‘s construction is used to prove that there exists a finite Church-Rosser 
Thue system T that is non-monadic such that the set of linear sentences that are 
true under the interpretation given by T is non-recursive. Thus, the main result of 
[4] does not apply ta finite Church-Rosser Thue systems that are non-monadic. 
Of course, this does not imply that al? the problems shown to be decidable for 
finite monadic Church-Rosser Thue systems by using the technique of linear sen- 
tences are undecidable for finite Church-Rosser Thue systems that are non-monadic. 
However, rn Section 3 we show that the membership roblem for a finitely generated 
submonoid, the independent set problem for finite sets, the left-divisibility problem, 
the right-divisibility problem, and the membership problems for Green’s relations 
9, Y, J and 9 can be undecidable for monoids presented by finite Church-Rosser 
Thue systems that arc non-monadic. Notice that all these problems are shown in 
[4] to be decidable f’or monoids presented by finite monadic Church-Rosser Thue 
systems. 
If T is a finite monadic Thue system and R is a regular set, then the membership 
problem for the set JT( R) is decidable in linear time, since -1+(R) is a regular set 
163. If in addition T is Church-Rosser, then the membership problem for [RII. is 
also decidabtt in linear time, since then [R] J‘ is a deterministic context-free 
!rlnguage It;]. 
ln contrast to this situirtion J;( R ) aiid [R) I’ can be non-recursive for T being 
finite and Church-Rosser, but non-monadic. This observation raises the question 
of which degrees of complexity sets of this form can be. 
In Section 4 it is proved that each suficiently rich complexity class can be realized 
by sets of the form 2; ( R ) and [R] [. where T is a finite non-monadic Church-Rosser 
Thue system, and R is a regular set. Especially for each m 2 3 there exists a finite 
Church-Rosser Thue system T and a regular set R such that the membership 
problems for the sets J$( R) and [RII are E,,,-decidable, but not E,I1 _, -decidable. 
Here Ek denotes the kth class of the Grzegorczyk hierarchy [9]. Hence, sets of this 
form can be used to realize hierarchies. 
1. Notations and definitions 
It is assumed that the reader ;s familiar with the t&c concepts of formal language 
theory, computability theory and complexity theory. Here $ome notations and 
d.2tinitions used throughout this paper are given. 
AlI crI/IhLlhtV 2’ is ti rinite set whose membtzrs are called Iellen. The se,t r,f WW~S 
o\+er L is denoted X*, and e denotes the empty word. In general, 1.~1 denotes the 
kngth of a word X: lel = 0, I.x(I[ -L 1x1 + 1 for all x E 2*, a E C. The idenri!), of words 
is written as =, and the cwncatenaticn of \vot-ds u and u is simply written a’s UV. 
A ~t~n?i-T/~tae s+Wern S over ,V is a subset of C2’ x C*. An element II, ZJ) of S is 
calle~l a rltle or a production of S: Ifomain(S)=(uj3u:(u,tl)~Sr, and range 
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(S) = (z~~3u: (u, u) E S}. For a semi-Thue system S over 2, =&denotes the following 
relation over C*: 
MV-+ z if and only if 3x, y E Z*, (u, U) E S: [w = xuy and z = xoyl. 
The reflexive and transitive closure of +, is the relation +g. One says that z can 
be derived from w in S if w=$j z. 
A Thue system T over C is also a subset of C* XC*. The domain and the range 
of a Thue system are defined as for semi-Thue systems. A Thue system is called 
monadic if all its rules are length-reducing, and if range ( T) z 2 u {e}. The 73144 
congruence generated by a Thue system T over 2 is the reflexive and transitive 
closure *: of the following relation wT defined by: 
W-TZ if and only if 3x, y E C* (u, U) E T: [( w = xuy and z = xz.~) , 
Thus, the rules of a Thue system may be applied in both directions, while those of a 
semi-Thue system may be applied only in the direction given by the system. If w’+$z 
one says that w and z are congruent ( modvb T). The congruenceclass [w] F of w* is the set 
(‘r “*I ~P++j, & . . I and, for a set of words R c Z*, [ R]T = U,,.,. K [ w]~. 
Proposition 1.1 (Lallement [ 141). Ler T be a 77we system mer 1. Then fhe set qf’ 
cwqyuunce chsses { [ w ] 7- f w E C * } . forms a monoid under the opration [w] F o [z] l - 
[ wz] , with identity [e],. 771is monoid is denoted as ( Iz : T ). 
f-or a monoid M, if M x ( 2‘ ; T), i.e., if the monoids h/l and (2‘ : Tb ;ire isomorphic. 
then ( L’ ; T) ih called a (mrmoid) prestwtation ot‘ M with ,V being the set of gtwvators, 
;ind T being the set of dqfining relations of this pre.*dntation. 
Let T be a Thue system over 2‘. Suppose \v, : E 2 * and ~‘t* r z. We write V+ 7‘ = 
if iwy/:> l-11, Then the The reduction defined by T is the reflexive and transitive 
closure -+ T. of --+ l; Since words cannot have negative length, the relation + l is 
tloe&eriarl, i.e., there exists no intinitc chain NV, + I w7 4 I- l + l [ 1.1). If H’ 33f z one says 
thrrt bt’ I.YC~~UJS to z, ts’ is an ~wwstor of z, and 2 is ;i dcwcwda~lt o!‘ w (modulo T ). 
If w has no descendants except itself, then it is i~~tl~c*iblc, otherwise it is ruh~~ihlc 
! rnmiulo 7-k k:( T) AM~L’~ ihe cet of all words from 2?“: that ;,re irreducible 
module 71 For a set of words R c I*:, J:(K) = {213~tt: R: N+‘~z). i.e., J”;(R) is 
the wt of a11 descendants of elements of R. 
A Thut system T IS C’Iwt~l1 -Ko.wr if wery two congruent words 11;~~ ;tcommon 
descendant, i.e., M*+-$ z if and only if 3s~ ?: \v+$.\: and z-+:x. In a Church- 
Rosser Thue system no two distinct irreducible words can be congruent. Thus, since 
c~cq *Arorci is congruent to so:ne irreducible word, this says that in a Church-Rosser 
Thue t;ystenl ever) zwgrurnce ~1;~s~ contains exxtly one irreducible word, which 
c-w be considered as a rwrma~f&nz for the words in this congruence class. 
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All semi-Thue systems and Thue systems considered in this paper are assumed 
to be tinite. Thus, we always have the following. 
Proposition 1.2 (Book [2]). [r’ T is a Church-Rosser 77zue system over 2, then there 
is a linear-time algorithm that on input a word w E 25’ computes the normal &form of. 
w with respect to T. 
Since WC -*iii 24 with the set LIMEN( 2) of linear sentences over 2, the definition 
of LINSF.N( I) is restated in short (for details, see [4]). 
Let 2 be an alphabet, let VI. be a set of eGstentia1 varinhfes, and let V,! be a set 
of universal clariables. For each variable v C V, u V, ,, there is a regular set D(v) E E*, 
the domain of the variable L’. 
A word from z’* is called a conuarlt term, a nonempty word from (2 u Vr:)’ is 
an existential term, and a nonennpty word from (C u V,,)* is a universal term. 
An utomic jiwmuka is an expression of the form x -J, where x and p* are two 
terms. A _li,rmrrh F is either ;jn atomic formula, or it is of the form ( FI A F,), where 
F, ;Ind F2 are two formulas ha\ing no existenti; variable in common, or it is of 
the form (F, v F-1. where F, and F2 are two formulas having no universal variable 
in common. A Formula is liwa * if no variable occurs twice in that formula. 
A hear sentence is a string of the for;r! 
VU,,. . .VU,,,~V,,. . 3c$ or 3~ . -. 3q h,. . .h,,F, 
where F is a linear formula with existential variables q,, . . . , q,, and universal 
v,iriables I(,:, . . . , M,!,. LIM~-N(C) denotes the set of all linear sentences over E. 
A Thue system T over z’ detines an interpretation of the linear sentences over S 
by taking +-+: for -. Then LINS~( T, 2’) denotes the set of all statements about 
e: obtained from LINEN under this interpretation. 
2. Linear sentences for non-monadic Church-Rosser Thue systems 
Let T be 2 monadic Thue system and let R be a regular set. Then the set 3,$( R ) 
of descendants of R modulo T is regular [6]. This fact is used in [4j to prove that 
for each monadic Church-Rosser Thue system T the set of all true sentences in 
LI NW. N( T, J’ ) is recursive, i.e., there exists an algorithm that on input a linear 
sentence o\*er z‘ decides whether or not this sentence is true under the interpretation 
given by 7: 
Further, for a monadic Church-Rosser Thue system T and a regular set R the 
congruence class [RI, of R module T is a deterministic context-free language [6]. 
On the other hand, there exists a Church-Rosser Thue system T that is non-monadic 
such that there is a word .Y the congruence class [x], of which is not even context-free 
[ 181. However, for each finite Church-Rosser Thue system T and each word x, the 
congrllence class [x] r is decidable in linear time [2], and therewith in linear space. 
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Thus, [x], is at least context-sensitive for each finite Church-Rosser Thue system 
T and teach word X. 
These observations raise the question of how complex sets of the form [R]T can 
be, when T is a non-monadic Church-Rosser Thue system, and R is a regular set. 
In this situation we are also interested in the sets of the form A$( R), because of 
the use that is made of these sets in proving the main result of Book [4] mentioned 
above. It seems that up to now there is not much known in the literature about sets 
of the latter form. 
We will now present a construction that starting with a single-tape Turing machine 
accepting some set L cr C* gives a non-monadic Church-Rosser Thue system T and 
a regular set R such that 
whe,.e S, s,, and 4 are three additional symbols. The construction is taken from 
6’l)unlaing’s dissertation ([ZO], see also [2 I, Theorem 4.1. I]), only a ditferent regular 
set R is chosen. Since in Sections 3 and 4 some detailed knowledge about the Thue 
system T and the regular set R is required, we give an outline of this construction. 
Let L c 2’*, and let M = (2, Q, qo, 6) be a single-tape Turing machine accepting 
L. Here Q = {qo, 91, . . . , q,,) is the set of‘state sy~~hols of M, q,)E Q is the initid state, 
and I;i:Qx(lVu(b})+Qx(~u {hj) x {L, R} is the transition firmdon . of n/r, where 
h denotes the blank symbol, and L and R denote the moves of M’s head. Notice 
that we assume that M moves its head in every step. Further, we assume that y,, f y,, 
is the unique halting state of M. Thus, no initial configuration of A9 is halting. 
Since hl accepts L we know that 111 eventually halts on input s c 2’:‘: if and only 
if s t I_. 
The Thrr; system T( M) is now constructed from M in four steps. 
( I I M is simulated by a two-stack machine M, with stucVitrlphahrt II :- 2’,, u (S, q}, 
where A’/, .-= 2’ L {h}, $ is the bottom marker of the one stack called PHWIS, and c 
in the bottom marker of the other stack called SWWS. The stat c$.stute.s for M, is 
Q1 - Q,, \I Qs, where Q,> = { p,,, . . . , p,,) and Qs 2 (s,,, . . . , s,,} are disjoint copies of Q. _ 
The ,~UXVUI cor!figwntior~ of‘ ,121, is . 
(a) !h on PKI:F-IS with $ on bottom, 
(b) V@ on SLWI-IS with Q\ on bottom, ;:nd 
(cl statt‘ p, or sr. 
\VhtYC II, I’ t- Ljy, and it is written ;is Slr~,~~c or Sus,zq respectivcl>~. It corresponds 
to the following conliguration of AZ: 
ia) tape contents III’, 
( b) 5t;itcz q,, 
(c) tape head scanning the rightmost symbol of htr (which is h if II = e), if the 
state of M, is p,, or the leftmost symbol of ch (which is b if 11 -s e), if the state of 
AI, is ii. 
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in such a way that M, simulates M step by step. For each rule ( CJ;, a, l , . , l ) E S we 
need two rules in the transition function of M,, one with state pi and one with state 
s,. We leave the details to the reader. 
NOW M, halts if and only if it enters state pn or s,. Thus, M, halts on input x if 
and only if M halts on input x. Furthermore, if M makes exactly m steps on input 
x, then so does MI. 
(2) The set of descriptions of all possible configurations of MI is CONFIG, = 
($). 1: i 9,. x;. (k}, which is a regular subset of (17 u Q,)*, and the set of descrip- 
tions of all halting configurations of M, is HALTING, = {$}4~ - [p,, s,) 4: .($}, 
which is a regular set as well. 
Now the two-stack machine M, is simulated by a semi-Thue system S, over IZ u Q,. 
The rules of S, are listed in Table 1. It can be seen easily that, when restricted to 
descriptions of configurations of M,, S, simply simulates the slepwise behavior of 
M,. Especially, each step in a computation of M, can be simulated by a single 
application of the corresponding rule of S,. Thus, M halts OR input s eventually 
if and only if %s,,.u~~~, u’ for some H’ E HAL_TING~. Further, if M makes exactly m 
steps 0~ input X, then there is some H’ E HALTING, such that $s,,..@+“‘, w. 
13) Most of The rules of S, are length-preserving. Now S, is simulated by a ’ 
semi-Thue system S2 with length-increasing rules only. Let D = {(Up,), (~,a> 1 
a~II,O~i~n-l}u((A),(B}) be a set o,f new symbols, which are called dummy 
qvnhok The rules of S-, are the rules of S, with one occurrence of a dummy symbol 
added to the right-hand side of each rule to make it length-increasing. In addition, 
S, contains some rules to handle the situations that a dummy symbol is neighboring 
a state symbol from QP on the left or a state symbol from Qs on the right (see 
Table 1 for the-ru:es of S,). Notice that the dummy symbols are used in such a wsy 
that the right-hand side of a rule of S, uniquely determines the correspond: g 
left-hand side. 
S, can be considered as the semi-Thue system simulation of a two-stack machin: 
M, which acts like M,, but which intersperses its stack contents with occurrences 
:‘ilblc I 
_ _ __ _. -.-. _.- -- ._ __- _- _. __.__ _ - ___ __-_--_ _-. 
At s, 
._ _ -7: _ __ _ ___._ _ _--_.__- 
( up,, (up, )C’S, 1 
( s,u, (.s,lJ)q ) 
( up:, pp up, )) 
I s,u, p,c( s,u)) 
( $p,, Si$p, )c’s, )
( s,Q, i.s,~,CS,~) 
( sp,, Sp,dSp,)! 
:.qk, p,dQN) 
rlthp,. p,id?W) 
(ML t me, ) 
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of dummy symbols. Hence the possible configurations of A& are CONFIG~ = 
is}*(r;,uur*.c31.(~,uD)*.{~}, and the halting configurations of M, are 
HALTING-,-{(S)~(~~UD)*~{~,,,S,}~(~~U D)* - {$}, which both form regular sets. 
Obviously, M halts on input x eventually if and only if there is some w E HALTING~ 
such that $QX$*$, W. But SL! introduces an additional occurrence of a dummy 
symbol during each application of a rule. Therefore, if M halts on input x in exactly 
m steps, then it may take Sz up to 2”’ steps to reach some w E HALTING? from $s,,x+. 
(4) Now the Thue system T(M) is defined as follows. Take I’ = II u Q, u Du 
C(C)}, and let Si ’ = {(u, c)l(q U)E Sz}. Then 
T(M):= S,’ u{((B)p,s,, (C)>, (p,sj(A), (C>)lOs i, js n) 
It is rather obvious that T(M) is Church-Rosser. Further, T(M) satisfies: 
(a) range (7WW)cl‘ul’-‘, 
(b) domain( T( M)) c Pu Pu P, 
(c) if cv c: CONFIG~, and if M’ -+ ‘r( :,,) 2, then z c C‘ONHC;, 
(d) {Ss,,} . 2:’ . ($}c IHK( Tuw, 
k) .kf halts on input s if and only if 3~’ E. HAL TIN+: M* -+ F, ~,,,Ss,,m$, 
(f) if M halts on input x within ttr steps, then w -+ IIt s,rS.~,,.~~ for some 1%’ E 
HAL I I NC;?, and some i s 2”‘. 
7’aIt;e R := HALTING _- Then R is a regular subset of I’*, rind (d) and (e) above imply: 
i gl M halts on input _Y if and only if S.s,,s$ c .I$, ,,, ,( R ) if and only if Ss,,s$ c 
W1 Tr \I :* 
For details about the construction, see [20, Chapter 41. 
So, now we have the following theorem. 
Thus, every recursively enu,ner;tble set can be described by the congruence class 
or the set of descendants of ;1 regular set with respect to some Church-Rosser Thue 
qstem. Theorem 2.1 immediately implies the following. 
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Church-Rosser Thue system, R is a regular set, x is a word, and h is a homomorph- 
ism. While this result is stronger in the sense that the congruence class of a single 
word x is used only, Corollary 2.2 is stronger in the sense that only a very restricted 
kind of homomorphism, i.e., a projection, is used, and Corollary 2.2 also deals with 
the set of descendants and not just with the congruence class of a regular set of words. 
In [4], Book proves that for every monadic Church-Rosser Thue system T over 
C an algorithm exists that on input a linear sentence over 2, i.e., a member of 
LINSEN( S), eventually halts and correctly answers the question of whether this 
sentence is true cjr false under the interpretation given by T. Since there are monadic 
Thue systems with undecidable word problems, this result does not hold with the 
assumption of T being Church-Rosser removed. Here we will prove by applying 
Theorem 2.1 that the assumption of T being monadic is essential as well for this 
result to hold, thus answering a question stated in [4]. 
Theorem 2.3. here exists a Church-Rosser The system T that is non-monadic such 
that the set of all true sejltences in LINSEN( T, 2) is non-recursive, i.e., there is no 
algorithm that on input a linear sentence over 2 decides whether this sentence is true 
oi- not under the interpretation given by T. 
Proof. Let r c d _ 2: be recursively enumerable, but non-recursive. Then according to 
Theorem 2.1 there are a finite alphabet 1 I_ 2’,, u { $, so, $}, where $, so and 4 are new 
letters, a non-monadic Church-Rosser Thue system T, and a regular subset R G S* 
such that J~(R)n{Ss,,)~~~~ {$} = (Ss,,} - L - {C}. Thus, for all .X E Zz, $.so.x$ F_: i-lT( R) 
if and only if :a’~ L. 
For .YE -(, V* define the sentence G(x) := 3u: $sox.$ - u, where the regular set R is 
taken as the domain of the existential variable u. Obviously, this sentence is linear, 
i.e., a(x) E LINSEN(~). Now Q(x) is true under the interpretation given by T if 
and only if 3 M! E R: Ss,x@ H% 1%’ if and only if 3 w E R: w + F$s,x# if and only if 
Ss,,s$ E J*,( R) if and only if x E L. Hence L being IIon-recursive implies that the 
set of all linear sentences over z’ that are true under the interpretation given by T 
is also non-recursive. U 
Thus, the decidability of linear sentences cannot be carried over to Church-Rosser 
Thue systems that are non-monadic. Especially the technique of linear sentences 
cannot be used to prove the decidability of decision problems for monoids that are 
presented by non-monadic Church-Rosser Thue systems. 
3. Some problems that are decidable for monadic Church-Rosser Thue systems but 
that are undecidable for non-monadic Church-Rosser Thue systems 
In [4] the technique of linear sentences is used to prove that certain problems 
about monoids presented by monadic Church-Rosser Thue systems are decidable, 
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e.g., the generalized word problem for regular sets, the independent set problem, 
and the membership roblems for Green’s relations. We have seen that this technique 
does not apply to Church-Rosser Thue systems that are non-monadic. Of course, 
this does not imply that all the problems mentioned above are undecidable for 
monoids presented by non-monadic Church-Rosser Thue systems, since there might 
be other ways to obtain decision algorithms for these problems. However, we will 
see that in fact all the problems mentioned above are undecidable for some monoids 
presented by non-monadic Church-Rosser Thue systems. 
First we want to list all the problems that are to be investigated in this section. 
Definitian 3.1. Let M = (2 ; T) be a monoid, where 2 is a finite alphabet, and T is 
a Church-Rosser Thue system over z’. 
(a) Let u, 0E E*. The word II is kfr-&tlisih/e by tl in M, if there is some z E Z* 
such that u t*$vz, and 11 is right-divisible by L’ in M, if u ++$zc for some : E Z*. The 
kfi- ( right-) divisibility problem for IL1 is the following: Given II, t’ E E* decide 
whether u is left- (right-) divisible by v in M! 
(b) Let R&Y*. Then (R),,, ={wE~*)~uE R”:w~$u} is the submonoid of M 
generated by R. The membership problem jbr the submonoid of M generated by R 
is the problem of deciding on input a word u c I* whether II t’(R),, holds or not. 
(c) A subset R c yV* is independent in M if II E R implies that u is not a member 
of the submonoid of M generated by R -- { 11). The independent set prohkm for A3 
is the problem of deciding on input a subset R of L* whether R is independent or 
not. 
id ) Green’s relations on M are the following (see, e.g., [ 141): 
i i i .I-&- if and only if (s * I*),, == (y l c”),,, 
(ii) .rYj~ if and only if (2’* - x),,, = (P -_&, 
(iii) s.!Q if and only if (2Y* ._x l L”>,, - (1’” l _r - 2’*\,,,. 
f iv) _Y~J if and only if ~8~~ or .x-Yj*, 
(v) xH_v if ancl only Tf A-:#.,* and s,Yj: 
Hy using linear sentences the following is proved in [4]. 
XOW we want to investigate the problems listed in The~\rtxn 
prc3entcci hy Church-Rosser Thue systems thai tire zon-monadic. 
7.2 for monoids 
We claim that ali 
these problems are undecidable in this situation. For proving our claim we use the 
construction of a Church-Rosser Thue system from a single-tape Turing machine 
as it is given in Section 2. 
Let C be an alphabet, and let L c C* be recursively enumerable, but non-recursive. 
Starting with a singk-tape Turing machine M that accepts L we can construct an 
alphabet 1’ 2 25 w {$, so, &), where S, so, 4 are new letters, a Church-Rosser Thue 
system over I: and a regular subset R G r* such that [RI7 n {$so} l C* l {$} = 
($sJ l L- (4). Here 1‘ = II L Du ((C)j u Q,, where II = C u { 6, $, t}, the letters in 
D u {(C)) are called dummy symbols, and Q, = QP u Q.s, Q[, and QLs being disjoint 
copies of the set of states of the Turing machine M. Especially so E Q.% corresponds 
to the initial state of M, while p,, E QP an+ -n E Qs correspond to the unique halting 
state of M. The regular set R = ($) l (&, u D)* 9 { p,,, s,,) 9 (&, u D)* l {$} with & = 2 u 
{h} describes the halting configurations of a machine simulating R/I. For details, see 
Section 2. 
Theorem 3.3. 77tew is /1 jinite subset F c_ I‘* such that the membership proh/em /or 
the suhrnonoid (F) hf, of’ M, = ( l-; T) is undecidtrhle. 
Proof, Take F = &,u Du(S,p,,, .Q). Ther, R ={S}~&,U D)*-{pil, .s,,}~&u 
D)* l (#-E F*. For WE C* this gives: $s(,M’$ E (F)&,, if and only if 3-u E F*: 
u ~$S.s,,u’~ if and only if 3 LI E F”: u +f-SS,,IV$, since (Ss,,} SE* - (4) c_ JRR( T). 
The form of the rules in T implies that 3u G F*: II --+~$J.~~M*@ if and only if 
3~ R:u-+* r Ss,,~t. But clearly this holds if and only if $s~,M*$ E [RI,-. 
Thus, the construction of R and T gives that $s+v~ E (F),,, if and only if M’ E L. 
Hence, according to the choice of L, the membership problem for the submonoid 
(F},,, of M, is undecidable. cl 
Ry using the same Thue system T we can also prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.4. The independenr set problem jilr jinite sets is undecidable .;br MI. 
Proof. For M’ E L* take R(W) = FL_.) {SS,,HVJ), where F is taken from the previous 
theorem. Since range( T) c 1'~ /", [e], -- {e}, and hence, for all a E 1: [aIT f {a} if 
and only it’ 0 1.1 range( T ). But E’c I’, and F n range( I’) - $4, and so no a E F is 
~ntained in the submonoid of M, generated by B( ~7) -{a}. Thus, )3(w) is indepen- 
dent in AI, it and only if %s,,r@ e (B( tit) - ($s~,M?~)) M,.Since B( u’) - {$s,,w$) = F, this 
Implies th:!t !I?( MJ) is independent in M, if and only if WZ L, according to the proof 
of the previous theorem. Therefore, the independent set problem for finite sets is 
undecidable for AI,. E 
&fox we can prove further undecidablhty results, we need to modify the construc- 
tion of Section 2. 
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Let C be an alphabet, let L c E*, and let M = (2, Q, qo, 6) be a single-tape Turing 
machine accepting L. We may assume that M has exactly one halting state qn + qo. 
Hence no initial configuration of M,, is halting. 
We may further assume that M cannot print the blank symbol h. Thus, when the 
head of M leaves a tape square, and, according to our convention in Section 2, M 
has to move its head in every step, then this tape square contains some letter a + 6. 
Finally we may assume that when ,M is about to halt, then it moves its head to the 
left until the first b is found, it prints the special symbol c, and the head moves 
again one step to the left, while the halting state q,, is entered. 
This gives, for all w E X*, qow -*L q,,bcw, if and only if w E L. Here MQ E E* with 
+,lz iwi. 
Now we can apply the construction of Section 2 resulting in an alphabet I-’ 2 z LJ 
{!S, so. $1, a Church-Rosser Thue system T’ over E“, and a regular set R describing 
the halting configurations of some two-stack machine simulating M. Since M cannot 
print the blank symbol, no configuration of the two-stack machine can contain an 
occurrence of b. Therefore, I” need not contain h. Further, since M moves its head 
to the left end of the tape inscription before it halts, we can conclude that R = 
{S/&) ’ (L u D)* l ($1. 
Take I’ :-= 1”~ { # }, where # is a new letter, and T:= T’u {( a$ # , t # ) 1 a E 2) u 
((Ss,,$ # , Sp,, )). Since every left-hand side of a rule of T’ ends in either s or st for 
some x t: I> u {((‘)} u (I,, these additional rules produce no additional critical pairs. 
Therefore, T is Church-Rosser. 
Denote by Mt L) the monoid presented by (I‘: T). 
&cause of the new rules added to T’ the following is obvious. 
On the other hand we have the following. 
Proof. (a j*(b): Since ;l $-symbol is nt’ver erased, I& = 0. 
The number of state symbols, i.e., symbols from Q,, c’;~n oni~* be reduced by 
irpplying one of the rules from {((H)p,s,, (<“)I, (p,s,(A), (C’)))O~ i,jzz n). But then 
an occurrence of the dummy symbol (<‘) is introduced, that cannot be erased again. 
Hence I&,, = 0, ix., 2 contGns no st;lte symbol at all. Thus, 2 E (2‘ LJ Ilu {$. # }I*. 
An occurrence of the symbol # can be erased only by an application of the rule 
C5.w: # , Sp,, ). Now let 
:anci let i -- min{,ji/z:,I. - 01, i.e., t*, is the tirst word in this reduction sequence that does 
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not contain an occurrence of the symbol # . Then either 0~ is m and 
~,-,~$S~~#t,_~~~$~~Z,_~~~iwithJzi_~~.=O,or1ZI+=Oimplyingz,_,=~.Ineither 
case Zi lE(XU D)**(@), and $PnZi-I+*r 2$s0w& But $p,,z,__, E R now implies that 
$.v,w$ E [RITV. According to the construction of T’ this means that w E L. 
(b)*(a): Let WE L. Then 
according to ihe construction of T’ and R. Hence there is some u E K such that 
r~-*$$q,~~. R = ($p,,)-(2 u L))*- (4) implies that u = $pn* z for some z E 
(2 u D)* 9 (4). Since T’ r T this shows that $P,,z -+ %S.F,,W$ for some z E r*. El 
Lemma 3.6 shows that the word $s,,w$ IS left-divisible by $p,, in M(L) if and 
only if WE L. This gives tire following theorem. 
Theorem 3.7. !#’ L is non-wcursive, then the lq,ti-&visibilil~ problem f;,r M(L) is 
undecidable. 
Let 11%~ denote the reversal of the word W, i.e., e’ = e, and (~7s)~ - wR for all 
,,(’ E I‘* and .VE I’. %ow let TR=((u, v)~(uR, u’) E T}, and M ‘( L) = (I’; T’), i.e., in 
a certirin sense TR is the reteersal of the Thue system T, and MR( L) is the monoid 
presented by TR. TR is Church-Rosser, because T is, and for TK lemmas correspond- 
ing to Lemma 3.5 and Lemma 3.6 hold. Hence we have the following. 
Corollary 3.8. [r‘ L is 1Jo~J-rcc’fJr.~il’L~, then the right-ditlisibility problem *for MR( Lj is 
itndecidirhlc. 
It remains to investigate the membership problems for Green’s relations. The 
following characterizations of the relations 9, 2’ and 4, are straightforward. 
Lemma 3.9. Let M = ( S ; U) be a monoid. Then the .following hold for all x, y E d *: 
( a) .~?y it’ and on!?* jf x is lyfi-divisible by y, and y is left-divisible by x, 
(b) .S_V if and only (f’s is right-divisible by y, and y is right-divisible by _x, 
(c) .K.?v I/‘ and onlj9 it’ there exist z,, z2, zI, Z~E A* such that z,xz2 +-+;“I)? and 
A. \ ‘24 c-, ‘T; .x. 
Hy using the above characterization for ;# and Lemmas 3.5 and 3.6 we get the 
following theorem. 
Theorem 3.10. !f L is non-recursive, tilen the membership problem -for Green’s relation 
9 on M ( L ) is trndecida b/e. 
Proof. Let M’ E I*. Then SS,,M’~ # -+; Sp., according to Lemma 3.5, i.e., the word $pn 
is left-divisible by the word Ss,+@ in M ( id. Lemma 3.6 implies that the word $.Qw$ 
is left-&visible by $p,, in M(L) if and only if w E L. Thus, $.sow#9!$p,, if and only 
if w c f.. Hence, the membership problem for 9 on M(L) is undecidable. cl 
Hy symmetry we also have the following. 
Corollary 3.1’1. [f L is non-recursive, then the membership problem. for Green’s relation 
.Y’ on M ‘( L I is undecidable. 
To be able to derive a corresponding result for the relation J we need the following 
lemma paralleling Lemma 3.6. 
Proof. If Sp,,z -+ T SS,,W$, then take zI -2 c ;ind z? = z. On the other hand if 
=,$p*,z~ + ‘~?&M+&, then z1 - e, since [ta] I = (e), and since no letter can be pulled o\‘er 
the symbol S by applying rules of T. Thus, 
Hence, Lemma 3.6 gives the intended result. ‘J 
Thus, the word S.S,,W(I” is divisible by $/I,, if and only if w C: L. Hence. we have the 
following theorem. 
Proof. According to Lemma 3.9(c), $~~,$SS,,W$ if and only if Sf,, is divisible by 
Ss,,wc and eke versa. But Sp,, is left-divisible by S.S,,NVJ because of Lemma 3.5, and 
S.S,,W is divisib!e by !!$I,, if and only if w c L for w tl - . \‘* Therefore the membership 
problem for .I/ on RI( f.) is undccidiible. 7; 
WC c;ln summarize our undecidabilit> results as follow. 
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Corollary 3.15. Let P be one qf the~fbllowing decision problems: 
- the kft-divisibility problem, 
- the right-diuisihilitr, problem, 
- the membership problem $kr a Jiniteljv generated submonoid, 
- the independent set problem ,for &*nite sets, 
_ the membership problem jhr Green‘s relation 9, Y, .9 or ,9. 
Then there esists a Church-Rosser Thue system T over some alphabet 2 such that the 
problem !’ is tixtecidable for the nronoid M = (2 ; T ). 
A comparison of’ Corollary 3. IS uith Theorem 3.2 shows that many algebraic 
problems that are decidable for monoids presented by monadic Church-Rosser 
Thue systems can be undecidable for monoids presented by Church-Rosser Thue 
systems that are non-monadic. What is missing in Corollary 3.15 is Green’s relation 
‘3. We suppose that the membership problem for this relation can also be undecidable 
for a monoid presented by a non-monadic Church-Rosser Thue system. However, 
our construction does not seem to apply to 31 Hence to prove the undecidabilit~ 
of 
4. 
‘)i ;1 ditferent construction has to be found. 
Encoding degrees of complexity in rww-xmadic Church-Raw&r Thue systems 
When T is a monadic Thue system, and when K is a regulx set, then A’;{ R) is 
also regular [6], rind hence its membership problem is decidable in linear time. 
When in addition T is Church-Rosser, then [R], is a deterministic conrext-free 
I:mguage [6]. and thereforc its membership problem is also decidable in linear time. 
On the other hand, when T is Church-Rosser but non-monrldic, then the sets 
J:;(R) and [R] I can even be non-recursive according to Theorem 2. I. This raises 
the question of which degrees of complexity can be realized by s;ts of this form, if 
any. 
Here we will prove the following. Let fj be ;1 sufkiently rich complexity class. 
Then there arc a non-monadic Church-Rosser Thue system T over some alphabet 
1, end ;I regular subset R 1:; 2“” such that the membership problems foi* the sets 
A;( R ) and [RI, arc exactly of complexity ‘C, i.e., J”;4 !?) and [RI-: realize the 
curnplcxit~ clasc (. Hy al’ticiently rich we mean that a complexity class L is closed 
undtx composition and bounded recursion, that it contains the function W--Q’, and 
that it is ;L Turing machine time complexity class, i.e., ft. % if and only if there are 
;t Turing mxhine M aid ;1 t’unctkm g (_ f such that M computes./* with time bound 
g. For example, the honest sub-recursive classes of [ 151 or the classes E,, with [I 2 3 
of‘ the Cirzegorczyk hierarchy 191 are rufficiently rich in this sense [8, 171. 
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are %? -decidable but not %, -decidable. Here a set is called %,-decidable if its membership 
problem is solvable by a Wi-algorithm. 
Before proving Theorem 4.1 we would like to contrast it with some known results 
of a similar kind. In his dissertation, Bauer [ 11 shows that for every sufficiently rich 
complexity class %, a finite, noetherian, and confluent reduction system + [ 131 exists 
such that the special word problem with respect o some distinguished letter 4 for 
the monoid presented by -+, i.e., the membership problem for the congruence class 
[91 -+? is exactly of complexity (6’. However, if (e properly includes the class of 
elementary functions E3 [9], then the system + must contain some length-increasing 
rules [I?]. 
In contrast to this situation, Theorem 4.1 deals with reduction systems induced 
by Church-Rosser Thue systems, i.e., finite, noetherian, and confluent reduction 
systems that consist of length-reducing rules only. But the word problem for a 
monoid presented by a system + of this kind is decidable in linear time [2], and, 
therefore, for each word w the congruence class [WI-. is decidable in linear time. 
NOW Theorem 4.1 shows how to encode arbitrary complexity classes in systems of 
this restricted type. 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Let L c y (I Fc’* be G decidable, but not ‘6, -decidable. Then _ - 
there are a single-tape Turing machine M,, = (z‘(,, (I,,, qt,, S,,) and a function ,f~ f 2 
such that AI,, decides L with time-bound f; i.e., on input s ti \‘* A& reaches its -0. 
accepting state 9., E Q,, if SE L, and it reaches its rejecting state yI E (&, if s E L, 
within at most fc I-x-1) steps. 
Without loss of generality we may assume th;tt M,, halts if and only if hl,, enters 
state y., or state 9r. l%ow add the transitions ((q,, s, s, R, (I~) 1s E A&J (b}) to the 
transition function (Fio f AI,,. Then 9, becomes a cycle state, and hense A& halts on 
input s if and only if _x c L. 
By using the technique of Madlener and Otto [.I& Section 21 (see also [IO, 221), 
WC can construct a single-tape Turing machine M = (I, Q, y,,, 6 1, where &, s L, such 
that M simulates AI,,, and in addition M satisfies the following: 
t a) On input s AI halts if and only if .I t. L. 
i h 1 Starting from ;in arbitrary con6guration 149l‘ Gth 14, L? t: ?, ;tnd 9 L. Q, A,! 
h&s within R( Izw[) steps, if it txllts ;tt all. 
Here f: t i _% &sfying ,q L- 0( ( j‘)‘). 
.A! is constructed in such ;I WQ that Al sttirting from 311 arhitrxy configuration 
nil* within 0(/~j.‘) steps either re;ilizcs Wt. this configuration is not re;ich;Me from 
;i proper inbl contigurution, or it discover> ;III initirll contipuration +,w of AI,, with 
i,,.“. $‘!. In the t‘ormcr wx AI enters its c_,-& st;tte, in the I;ittt’r At simultites At,, 
4tilrting t‘rorn y,+‘. 
I+om At u e get a Church-Rosser Thue system T ;lnd ;t repulx set R by the 
WnWuction 01’ Section 2 such that 
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Hence, if A*,(R) or [R-j7 were %,-decidable, then L would also be %,-decidable 
contradicting the choice of L. Thus, the sets AT(R) and [Q- are not %,-decid~,ble. 
Claim 1. d$( K ) is &-decidable. 
Proof (for notations, see Section 2). We have 
Property (c) of T now implies that A$(R)E C'ONFQ. But CONFIG? is easily 
decidable i since it is a regular set. 
NOW assume that w E CON~~IG~. If w E A$( R), then there is some ZE R such that 
z+Fw, and hence, =+:,I w implying w=+~,z. Take wl :- II ,,,, o,( rrl), where 17,1,,Q, 
denotes the projection from r* onto (II u Q,)*. Then ~7, is the description of a 
configuration of the two-stack machine M,, which simulates M step by step. Hence, 
NY*: ,‘z for some z E R = HALTING-, implies that M, starting from the configuration 
q halts. But if M, starting from W, halts, then it does so within at most g(l w, 1) 
steps. Therefore, z can be derived from w in S2 within at most ?X”H.i” steps. 
This gives that a word w E I’* satisties M’ 2 -l:(R) if and only if w E C’C~NFIL~ and 
3 j < p”,, ‘),““)y ,,**k;_ = for some 2 E R. Hence A%i R) is %,-decidable. ‘El” 
Notice that S2 is unequivocal, since it describes the behavior of a deterministic 
two-stack m;cbAe. Further, the proof cf Claim 1 shows, that for w E A:-( R ) a wtird 
zc R with 2 + : M* is corn putable by 1’: ‘6 --frr.rrction. 
C’fairr; 2. [I?], is + 2-decidable. 
Pm$ Let M’ E I‘*. Since T is Church-Rosser, w can be reduced in linear time to 
its irreducible descendant W, in T with [II*,/ s /wi. Noiv MY [I?], if and only if 
M*, c .A$ ( R ). Thus, [R] I is &-decidable, and for w E [R] i a word z E: R with M*++$z 
can be computed by some function from X2 according to the remark above. U 
&otice that the fact that the complexity class ‘6, is sufficiently rich has not been 
used in the proof of the theorem. Therefore, this assumption can be deleted resulting 
in a slightly stronger formulation of Theorem 4.1. 
By taking the classes E,,, (m 2 3) of the Grzegorczyk hierarchy [Y] we get a whole 
- !lierarchy of sets of the form A”f (R ) and [r;C] ,-. 
Proof. For evcrq’ 01 - * 3 there is a language that is &-decidable but not E,,, 1 - 
decidable [X]. I2 
Thus, the small step from monadic Church-Rosser Thue systems to non-monadic 
Church-R0 sser Thue systems with rules having right-hand sides of length at most 
two already yields that the sets of the form A;(% R j and [RIT. with R being regular 
can be used to realize all sufhciently rich complexity classes. 
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